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CONTRACT MATTERS
A BIT OF HISTORY by
Omar Gonzalez, Regional
Coordinator The so called
“economic package” of the
contract is often referred to
as our “Bread and Butter” issues. These proposals are
usually submitted 14-20 days before a CBA expires.
Union Wage and Money Demands usually ask for more
pay and improved benefits.
The first ever federal “bread and butter” collective
bargaining agreement was reached by the US Post Office
Department and seven craft unions on July 20, 1971. It
provided for FIVE $250 wage increases, plus a $300
bonus. And a COLA, job security that prohibited lay offs
and a grievance procedure.
The 1973 CBA was agreed to and provided wage increases of $700 the first year and $400 the second year. USPS
provided full coverage of life insurance but included a
staged increase in employee contributions to health
insurance. The COLA was uncapped as well.

The 1975 CBA was settled by the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service. It was a 3 year contract which provided for 12% wage increases, the same uncapped COLA,
and an increase to 75% of USPS’s contribution to health
insurance.
The 1978 CBA was agreed to one hour before it expired
that provided for a 2% wage increase and six capped
COLAs. The pay raise was lower than the rise in postal
productivity . And inflation was higher than the capped
COLA. That CBA was rejected by the then 49 member
Rank & File Bargaining Advisory Committee but they also
voted to send the CBA for a ratification vote. The National
Convention held a month later rejected the CBA on a roll
call vote. A few weeks later the membership rejected the
CBA with 172,800 plus members taking the time to vote.
The Unions demanded that USPS return to the table but
the PMG refused but eventually a compromise was
reached. The CBA went to arbitration that resulted in what
is called– The Healy Award.
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The cap on the COLA was removed and postal workers were
granted a 9.5% wage increase. But the No Lay-Off provision
was modified and those workers hired after Sept. 15, 1978
had to earn the protection by working six years 20 out of 26
pay periods per year.
The 1981 CBA resulted in hour by hour extensions after the
midnight hour. A preliminary agreement was reached at 4am
but management reneged. Finally an actual pact was reached
that provided for three $300 annual pay increases, an
uncapped COLA, a $150 cash bonus if the CBA was ratified,
shift differentials and the 1978 No Lay Off clause.

The 1984 CBA resulted in management implementing their
two tier pay proposal when the contract expired without agreement. The Union went to court but management was not
stopped until Congress intervened to stop management. The
dispute ended in arbitration resulting in what is referred to as
“The Kerr Award” which provided for a 2.7% pay increase for
“incumbent employees” , COLA but, also a lower starting
salaries and longer step increase waiting period.
The 1987 CBA was a negotiated agreement that provided a
2% wage increase in the 1st year, two $250 increases the 2nd
year, two $300 increases the 3rd year and $200 increase that
last 4 months of the 4th year. A COLA with seven adjustments
and retention of the 1978 No Lay-Off clause.
The 1990 CBA was negotiated as the PMG reduced the
delivery service standards and sought a rate increase. The
Union called for the PMG to resign. The CBA went to arbitration resulting in what is called “The Mittenthal Award”. It
provided for a one time cash payment of $351 in lieu of a retroactive pay increase, a COLA and general increases of 1.2%
in mid 1991 and 1.5% near the end of 1991, 1.5% increase
Nov 1992 and 1.6% increase in Nov. 1993. New entry level
pay steps for Lv 1-10; 10% lower starting rates for 6.5% lower
starting salary rates for Lv 8-10. We also went from 90/10 FT
ratio to PT to an 80/20 ratio. Transitional employees were
established.
The 1994 CBA provided for a 1.2% increase Nov 1995; a
1.2% increase Nov 1997 and a one time cash payment of
2.78% effective October 1995 with an additional $400 cash
payment effective Nov. 1996. Lay Off Protections were maintained and a COLA was retained.
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The 1998 CBA provided for a 2.0% increase in 1998, a 1.4% effective in 1999. COLA was retained and so were the Lay-Off
Protections.
The 2000 CBA was an impasse and the contract went to arbitration which resulted in what is called “The Goldberg Award”. It
provided for a 1.2% salary increase effective November 2000. A 1/8% increase effective November 2001 and a 1.4% increase in
November 2002. The Arbitrator rejected management’s effort to reduce night differential and change Sunday premiums . COLA
and Lay-Off Protections were retained.
The 2003 CBA was extended through 2006 and provided for a 1.6% pay increase effective March 2006 to be based on the
annual salary in effect in September 2005 after the COLA increase of July 2005.
The 2006 CBA provided a 1.3% increase of pay effective Nov 2006 and a 1.2% increase effective November 2009. COLA and
Lay-Off Protections were retained
The 2010 CBA was historic in that one National President began the negotiations and a different National President reached
agreement on the contract. This CBA redefined the meaning of Full-time employment and the Full-time work week. Also the
PMG who began the contract talks resigned/retired and a different PMG reached agreement.
This CBA also eliminated the “casual” as a supplemental workforce and established the PSE
(Postal Support Employee). The CBA was approved by the Rank & File Bargaining Advisory
Committee for a ratification vote and the union’s membership voted to accept the CBA.

PMG Potter awarded the late President
William Burrus with the PMG’s Medal of
Freedom on Burrus’ last day negotiating.
Burrus left the presidency on November
10, 2010.

This CBA also resulted in the National Convention adopting changes to the Union’s Constitution requiring the National negotiators to complete as many Q&As as possible regarding any
new agreed upon contract language or changes in the CBA prior to giving the CBA to the
Rank & File Bargaining Advisory Committee. The Convention also declared that when an
agreement is sent to the members for ratification, it should reflect exactly what the CBA will be .
The language is not be changed after it is approved. Lay-off protection was retained.

The 2015 CBA was an arbitrated contract pursuant to an Arbitration Award issued by Impartial Arbitrator Stephen Goldberg
Management had sought to eliminate the COLA but the Union won that. The Union
fought to eliminate lower wage scales for new career employees while USPS demanded
an even lower 3rd tier. The arbitrator rejected both parties. Employees were made to pay
1% more for health benefits.
The Union fought hard to have all PSEs converted to career but did not prevail. Instead
the Arbitrator eliminated PSEs in Maintenance. Parts of MVS MOU was eliminated but
MVS PSEs were converted. In the Clerk Craft the arbitrator supported the need for lower- The 2010 accord was seen as a $3 billion
cost PSEs in mail processing but ordered a one time conversion of all PSEs and left the concession to USPS supposedly to give USPS
viability.
caps in tact. Interestingly Goldberg recognized the 29% quit rate among PSEs demonstrating their dissatisfaction with postal employment. The Union won PSE holiday leave pay for six of the major holidays. But
not Sick Leave, which the Arbitrator denied because he said, “annual leave was already provided to PSEs”. On Lay-Off the
Arbitrator extended the protection offered in the Lay-Off Memorandum of Understanding to September 20, 2018.
“May 2019 you are living contract history. The Tentative Agreement was vetoed by a majority of the Rank & File Advisory Committee and we are now in mediation soon to be followed by arbitration absent agreement. Will we retain Lay-Off protections for
everyone during the life of the next contract?” That remains to be seen– Support Your Union,” said Coordinator Omar Gonzalez.
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